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ABSTRACT
SMEs battling with financial volatility require financial and business ambidexterity. To them working capital optimization is one partial solution to improve performance. Examined concepts will not develop a spectacular model but rather quantitatively - qualitatively upgrade existing theories. The treatise will demonstrate that in stochastic working capital decisions important are varieties of alternatives. A structural model of working capital optimization is developed with practical examples for financial decision making under uncertainty. Emphasis will be placed on structuring management problems with the analysis of preferences using probability tools. Additional light is shed on coupling static and dynamic indicators, systemically approaching inventory and cash management, sales and purchasing, costs and profitability. Working capital optimization can contribute to management of financial risk and have an overall impact in medium sized enterprises. Conclusions and recommendations will aim to contribute to the overall body of knowledge on optimized financial decision making.

INTRODUCTION
The Small and Medium-sized Enterprise (SME) finance theory is the result of long and fruitful efforts of economists to account correctly for an extremely wide range of research results, which previously existing theory of the firm could not sufficiently explain. It is not generally acknowledged, however, that new approaches in SME and entrepreneurship financing represent a radical change, not only in the content of scientific knowledge, but also in the fundamental theoretical framework on the basis of which such knowledge can be applied in business. The true extent of this development of theoretical
framework has possibly been clouded by the contrast between the relatively descriptive and smoothly understood definitions in which the neo-classical and even modern theories of the firm have regularly been expressed, with the quite abstract and mathematical inference in which this chapter formulates working capital optimization in medium enterprises. So sharp is this divergence that a significant number of economists were led to assume that working capital optimization entails relinquishment of classical financial management tools, and that instead, there should prevail rigorous mathematical optimization which can, in some enigmatic way, forecast precisely SME financial performance. However, further development of working capital optimization provides significant advantages. (See Vemic, 2015, for an exploratory case study.) These are fundamentally different attributes from those appearing in the theories of the firm. To produce such a conception of the working capital optimization theory in medium enterprises at a relatively practical level, in correspondence with static and dynamic ratios of financial analysis, is the main objective of this chapter.

The exact essence of the new working capital optimization concepts will be developed through the whole chapter, particularly in the section on the development of the structural model. First, the origin of the working capital optimization theory in medium enterprises is approached through static and dynamic indicators modified with author’s Toolbox for evolution of working capital management optimal functionality of structure. Second, the challenges are addressed through key factors of static and dynamic working capital optimization. The third main section involves the development of the structural model of working capital optimization in medium enterprises with a mathematical notation and with practical applications.

In correspondence with the prevailing plan outlined above significant emphasis is placed on showing how working capital optimization concepts can be applied practically without abandoning the classic static and dynamic financial analysis. It has been the author’s objective throughout this chapter to portray the main concepts of the working capital optimization theory in medium enterprises using both mathematical and non-mathematical inference in expectation that the reader will thereby perform more contemplation and undertake further exploration in this appealing area of scientific research.

BACKGROUND AND ORIGIN OF THE WORKING CAPITAL OPTIMIZATION THEORY IN MEDIUM ENTERPRISES

“Optimization” originates in the Latin word *optimus*, meaning “best”. What is an optimum and how to approach it? The author assumes that each individual optimization criterion is a new angle of seeking an optimal solution in the process of transformation of business objectives into limiting conditions. This will be proved through the Bayes’ theorem later on. Acknowledging optimization potential, it will also be assumed that it is sought by the management for short-term, mid-term or long-term strategies (financing and other) according to basic criteria harmonized in the SME involving a set of limiting conditions. Highlighting the working capital allocation problem through the Markowitz portfolio and diversification theory (Markowitz, 1952) leads the author towards the ultimate goal which is to ensure an optimal plan and maximal needed production with given resources (Kantorovich, 1985). Second, considered is an extended model of total company assets, thus including fixed asset utilization as well. An optimum can be the least costs of financing working capital or a solution where the overall cost of business finance is lowest. This financially optimal solution is approached through a holistic business field and balance sheet of the whole enterprise. In this model off-balance sheet assets and liabilities are excluded although